Home Safety Assessments
Our assessments identify and
prioritize your safety issues. You will
receive practical tips and
suggestions to minimize home
hazards. First time clients receive this
special assessment at no cost!

Your Navigator for
Home Independence
Need assistance with a return home?
We have the flexibility to assist with
immediate needs such as a return
home from hospitalization or
rehabilitation.

Contact us
No Surprises Pricing
608-335-6779 or 608-230-5836
www.accessibilityplusonline.com
accessibilityplus@gmail.com

Before any work begins, we provide
you with a written price quote with no
surprises.
"We want to thank Mike, Lisa and Al for a job well
done. Despite the intense heat, the deck was
completed on time and exceeded our expectations.
In addition, they cleaned up the yard upon
completion. We would happily recommend them
to family and friends. Keep up the good work! "
-Pete and Jennifer H., Verona, WI
"Mike and Lisa,
Thank you so much for the ramp. It’s amazing
and works perfect for our daughter. You were
both a pleasure to work with and we couldn’t be
any more happier with the ramp."
-Michelle, Madison, WI
"I’m so thankful to have found Accessibility Plus!
Mike’s expertise ended up saving me over a
thousand dollars...Mike and Lisa make a great
team and I highly recommend them!"
- Holli, Madison, WI

Read More:
accessibilityplusonline.com/Testimonials

Accessibility Plus
Your Navigator for
Home Independence

Flexible Solutions for your Home Independence Needs
Our custom professional services include Home Safety Assessments by an
Occupational Therapy Assistant (OTA) and equipment installation by trained
professionals. Some of our service offerings include:
Installation of
tub, shower or
entrance grab
bars
Construction
of entrance
ramps,
railings and
walker steps
Roll in
Showers/Walk
in Bath Tub
Installation

Custom
raisers built
and fitted to
beds and
chairs to
increase their
height
Replace
doorknobs
and plumbing
fixtures with
lever handles

Accessible
Kitchens from
installation of
drop down/roll
out drawers or
shelf/cabinet
height
adjustments
to full
accessible
kitchen
remodel

Other safety enhancements
such as:






Hand-held shower
installation
Nonskid strips in
tub or shower or
nonskid treads on
stairs
Shower seats or
transfer benches
Raised toilets or
toilet seats

Pocket Door
Installation

Contact
Accessibility Plus
608-335-6779 or 608-230-5836
www.accessibilityplusonline.com
accessibilityplus@gmail.com
Like us on Facebook
Twitter @accessibilitypl

